
KENDRIYA VIDYALAYA HPC PANCHGRAM 
Autumn Break Home work/ Activity 

(Based on AAC) 
CLASS-5 

sUBJECT -MATHS 
1. Write and learn tables from 11 to20. 

2. Write and learn squares numbers and cubes numbers from number 11 to20. 

3. Activity1 

Let us makea mage(ee 
Take a cardboard plec 

Dw cirele of mdius 3ca 
and cut it out. 

Dake dhe dre ino 8gal 

parts. Noweach partothe 

Colour 1 red. onangeyellow ete. as Bhoa bere. Pusha matchstiek through the eentre of the eiree, N 

Your mage top is ready. Sptn t fasi 

What do you see Can you ee a e colours? Write wthat 
al the 

notebook 

4. Find out and paste the letters of the English alphabet series on your 
copy which consists of only right angle with the help of match stick 

5). Write and draw objects of following shapes-(seen at home /surrounding) 
a) Rectangles (three objects) b) Square (two objects) c ) Circular (three objects) 

6. With the help of your parents collect a bill of grocery items purchased and study it then -

Write the items purchased with its quantity 
i) Write the rate of each iterm. 

i) what is total amount expenditure ( check the total by calculating on your 
copy) as per the bil. 

7. Activity 2 

Activi Making an Angle Tester. Cut two strips 
uch that both the strips can move around eaa 
Use this tester to check the measure of the angle. 

Acute Righ Obuse 
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AUTUMN BREAK HOMEwORK 
Session 2021-22 

Class-V Subject - EVS 

1. Revise all the lessons from super senses to Sunita in space for Half Yearly Examinations, 

Draw a creative poster on the topic of "SAVE FUEL". 

3. Do the map of India and represent all the states. 
4. Write a solourful and informative slogan on any of the following: Save trees, Save water, save 

fuel. 

5. Draw different types of houses and write 2 lines about each. 
6. Read newspaper daily and write two important news related to environment, health, 

sducation,science etc. in your copy on daily basis. 

7. Multi Disciplinary Project What I food chain? What are the 3 main parts of a food chain? 
Explain with diagram. 

Class- V Subject -ENGLISH 

1. Read the following lessons the Talkative Barber and Gulliver's Travel. 

2. Learn the poem Topsy-Tury Land. 
3. Write a paragraph on How did you celebrate Dursa Pooja (Draw picture as well). 
4. Refer to dictionary and write 20 word meanings. 

5. Make a list of 5 biographies and 5 autobiographies. 

6. Multi-Disciplinary Project -Prepare a project of food habits of the people of any five states of 

India. 

7. Look at the following picture and write a composition. 
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